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September 1999
THE PURPOSE

1bis very special issue has been in the works for some time. The
pmpose of this issue is simply to present to our student body the two
largest causes of the Puerto Rican nation. The first cause we will be
discussing involves the United States Navy's presence on the island of
Vieques and massive campaign to expell the military. We put together
various articles and pieces to give you an understanding of this cause.
The second cause, of no less importance regards the case of the Puerto
Rican political prisoners. In this issue you will find multiple articles
aiming to inform you about this highly controversial issue. We hope
you can truly learn about these two struggles which have united Puerto
Rico like no other cause. Like always we welcome your comments
and critizisms about this issue and themes we have discussed. We,
the Que Ondee Sola staff hope that this semester will be fruitfull and
one to remember. Thank you & Good Luck!

EDITORIAL
Whose National Security?
For more than five decades the U.S. military has used the island
of Vieques as a life-sized war simulation game showing the
colonial relationship between the U.S. and Puerto Rico. The
island's mountains have been showered with aerial bombs such
as napalm. I ts tropical waters and beaches have been pounded
and polluted with massive torpedoes. I ts fauna and forestry
subjected to military training and to the testing of explosives
which has turned much of this tropical island into a barren
desert. Even its people through hardship and even death have
told of the consequences of this "game." Its population is living
between two large military bases (taking up about 2/3 of the
island), practically cut off from its mother island of Puerto Rico
and the freedom to live at peace, as civilians.
~ ::.::.::'c'~::1• " " "

In the name of U.S. national
security, the island has been
controlled and used with not
the slightest consent of its
people. So, for the benefit of
American citizens, have the
Left:
people of Vieques been
Shaded areas show how much stripped of their human and
land belongs to the military on civil rights? Is it not illegal,
Vieques.
immoral, and unethical to
disrespect and make irrelevant
the life of a fellow human being? Is what the military has done
and is still doing not wrong, subjecting people to the effects of

( Continued on Page I3}
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Vieques: An Island Under Siege
Interview with Radames Tirado
In the last several months, the
United States Navy's practices on
Vieques, Puerto Rico have begun
to be questioned. For nearly six
decades the Navy has controlled 2/
3 of the island ofVieques. To give
our readers more insight into the
situation and struggle on Vieques,
~e Ondee Sola decided to interview
the honorable ex-mayor ofVieques,
Radames Tirado.

QOS: Can you describe the
struggle in Vieques?
The struggle of the people of
Vieques against the United States
military's presence has existed for
58 years. In 1940, the Navy
expropriated 26,000 of 33,000
acres of land found on the island of
Vieques. Before that Vieques was
an agricultural community with
great economic prosperity. Since
then, all economic development has
been detained to the point a large
part of our community had to
migrate to other places in order to
live.
The expropriated lands were our
best agricultural resource with best
sources of drinking water. These
also were the lands with the
greatest potential for tourism.
We have also lost the shortest
contact point with the principal
island of Puerto Rico. This
enormously increased the costs of
transportation and construction
projects. Acquiring housing has
become practically impossible and
people have been forced to invade
terrain belonging to the Navy.

QOS: How long have you been
involved in this struggle?
I have been involved in the struggle
for the de-militarization ofVieques
since I was young. As mayor of
Vieques between 1977-1981 I fought
against the Navy's presence on the
island. We attended various
discussion groups, courts of law;
gave presentations before congressmen and their aides, wrote
letters to the president and even to

AbO'Ve: Vieques beach showing

ecological damages cause by
napalm and uranium testing.
his highest pontificate, the Pope.

opportunities are practically zero.
New sources of employment are
hard to come by.

QOS: What effect does the
military have on Vieques and its
people?
The damage the Navy causes in
Vieques could be irreparable. The
Navy has destroyed a vast quantity
of archeological sites that could shed
light on outstanding aspects of the
Caribbean. The Navy exercises
movements on ground without the
supervision of corresponding
[government} agencies. They have
destroyed vegetation, destroyed
coral reefs and have infected land
and sea with undetonated bombs
They have contaminated land, sea,
and air with all sorts of chemicals
including napalm and uranium.
Vieques is the town with the highest
cancer rate; with the greatest
number of health problems; and
with the highest unemployment rate
in all of Puerto Rico.

QOS: What do people need to
know about Vieques?

QOS: Can you paint the People need to know how life is on
picture of the daily life of Vieques. They need to see how
9,500 U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico
Vieques residents ?
Vieques is a island with very few
young people. Here the majority of
the residents are either young
children or elderly. After our
children graduate from high school
they must leave the island to find
work because here their

are abused by being subjected to an
eternal and brutal bombing of its
scarce lands. Our land is being
rented to be bombarded not only by
the Navy but, also by foreign
countries that pay about $12.50 per
hour to destroy our ground without

(Continued on Page 4)
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(SIEGE -Continued from Page 3)
receiving absolutely nothing in
return. The unhappiness and abuse
that we suffer in Vieques no U.S.
citizen in any corner of the United
States has had to suffer.
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The U.S. presents itself to the world
as the good neighbor to the people
of Vieques. The reality is all the
opposite. In negotiations, they
always take the best part. They
make the price for selling as well as
for buying.

QOS: Can you give a brief
history of the military presence QOS: Where 1s the struggle
today?
in Vieques?
Since 1940 until now, all Vieques Today, Vieques is living through its
has known is bombs and more best moments. The Special
bombs. When the lands were Commission appointed by the
expropriated the people had to governor of Puerto Rico has
move and had to carry their
belongings to assigned plots ofland.
While waiting for their houses to
be rebuilt people had to live outside.
Many women gave birth outside,
under no roof or protection.
There have women physically and
sexually abused by drunk Navy
sailors throughout the years. Here
government authorities act like the
Navy is God. Even the courts were
scared to intervene against sailors
who commited criminal acts in
civilian areas of Vieques.

QOS: How can one support the
struggle in Vieques?
Disclosing the problems in Vieques
in any public opinion forums that
are available. Financial contributions are also very necessary,
since our committee is small with
scant economic resources like the
rest ofVieques's civic organizations.
We thank you and your campus for
your interest in the situation here
in Vieques. Your support encourages us by reminding us that we are
not alone in the struggle. We ask
for the support of the whole
community, and wherever your
publication ~e Ondee Sola may
reach.

QOS: Are there any last words
you would like to say to our
readers?

A.bOfJe: Small lake created by
bomb crater; behind lake is an
undetonated bomb.
submitted a report which has done

QOS: In regards to Vieques,
away with all the lies of the Navy.
what are some of the biggest The report presents the reality
information obstacles you have which the town ofVieques has lived
for the last 58 years.
to contend with?
The U.S. Navy is one of the primary
destructive forces (if not the only
one) against the development and
progress ofVieques. Nothing exists,
apart from the Navy that can
impede us from becoming a prosperous community. The lack of vital space, bombings with chemicals
like as napalm and uranium
deteriorate our health, There is a
lack of resources for transportation,
construction of proper housing and
educational facilities.

and the U.S. congress.

The Special Commission's report
has confirmed that the damages
caused by the Navy has affected the
island on all levels. The report also
details the broken agreements and
unfulfilled contracts by the Navy
with community of Vieques and
Puerto Rico.

We want to assure all good Puerto
Rican and American citizens that
we are in the right. We have paid a
high enough price for the defense
of the nation. It is time to live at
peace. We are a town that is ready
to work, a town which refuses to live
off of food stamps. We are a small
and humble town that is searching
to capture its dignity.

For information or updates on Vieques:
Centro Cultural de Vieques - Fortin
Conde Mirasol
Telefono (787) 741-1717

A.ho vint:
www.viequeslibre.org

The case of Vieques has been
presented at the United Nations.
Also, it has been presented to
various religious, civic organizations

e-mail address:
viequeslibre@viequeslibre.org
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Tensions rise between Caribbean
islanders and U.S. military

by Wanda Bermudez
Columbus discovered Vieques in 1493. The name, Vieques, comes
from the Indian word Bieque, small island. The little we lmow
about the pre-Columbian inhabitants is derived from archaeological
findings. The most important to date is the one at La Hueca where
artifacts made in amethyst, agate, turquoise and jadeite were found.
The most remarkable were shaped like South American condors.
The Indians inhabiting the Island when Columbus arrived were
Tainos. Two brave brother Caciques in Vieques, Cacimar and
Yaureibo, lead separate rebolts against the Spaniards. They were
soon defeated and killed. What was left of the Indian population
was reduced to slavery and taken to Puerto Rico. Once the Indians
were expulsed from the Island, a succession of attempted
colonizations by the English, French and Danish failed. The Puerto
Rico Spaniards drove them out every time. In some old English
maps Vieques is named Crab Island. In between the attempted
colonizations, the Island was used by pirates to re-supply their
ships. There was abundant shellfish, fish, birds, and timber.
The Spaniards finally decided to colonize Vieques during the first
half of the 19th century. In 1843 the municipality was established
and construction of the Fort was begun. The first governor was
Don Teofilo Jaime Maria LeGuillou, a Frenchman. At the time
Vieques was independent from Puerto Rico. During the second
half of the 19th century, Vieques saw a great economic boom
driven by the sugar industry. Black slaves were brought in from
the neighbor British islands. Several Centrales (mills) were in
operation. Their names were eventually adopted for the barrios:
Playa Grande, Santa Maria, Puerto Real, Esperanza. By the time
the USA took over the island in 1898 after the Hispanic American
War, there were 4 big Centrales. Sugar milling made a few families
rich while most of the population worked on the fields. The workers
were very impoverished and worked under very harsh conditions.
After the general strike of 1915, working conditions improved
greatly.
When the Navy arrived in 1941, there were 10,362 inhabitants in
Vieques and 8,000 tons of sugar were produced that year.

Left:
Taken
from

www.vieques
island.com

Photo of US Navy
ship lands on
Vieques beach
during practice on
Feb I 8, 1948.
Photo from Navy
archives.

Excerpt of Lucy Jones Special to The Daily Yomiuri
Tokyo, Japan - June 8.1999
Inhabitants of the Puerto Rican island ofVieques have
escalated a campaign to end what they describe as an
"Okinawa-style" U.S. military occupation after bombs
from jets un a Kosovo training mission killed a Puerto
Rican security guard.
Protesters sleeping in hammocks tied to tanks used
for target practice say they are offering themselves as
human shields. There have been demonstrations in
the island's main town, Isabel Segunda, and the governor of Puerto Rico has written to U.S . President
Bill Clinton asking him to hale bombing practice.
"We will stay here until we are removed by force,"
said Pedro Zenon, 2 1, a computer programmer, who
has participated in the protest since bombs dropped
five kilometers off target killed David Sanes Rodriguez
in April.
The navy has suspended all explosives training on
Vieques, but is continuing military maneuvers around
the island. "Protesters are still in restricted areas," said
Scott Bassett, spokesman for Roosevelt Roads Naval
Base on Vieques. "Bombing has also been stopped

Right:
Puerto
Rico
speaks
ofdemilitarization while we investigate the incident," he added.
Ch ildren have been injured and killed handling
unexploded grenades. Until a month ago, houses shook
almost daily from explosives dropped by the U.S. military and ocher armies who pay the U.S. government
to use the island as a firing range. Turdes have been
killed and drifting anchors from warships have sent
fish traps plummeting to the bottom of the ocean,
where they can kill fish for years.
"The island has been strangled by the U.S. military. It
has failed to progress. They continue to con trol the
land without regard for the health or well-being of
the people livi ng here," said Jose Ventura, head of the

Tensions- (Continued at Page 6)
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UPDATE:
Vieques Hearings
On July 23, a U.S. Defense
Department special panel hearing
was held regarding the military's
operation in Vieques. The panel,
called for by President Clinton was
intended to look into to the
situation ofVieques.
According panelist, retired admiral
Diego Hernadez "The President has
told the Secretary of Defense, who
has appointed the panel, that we
must find a solution." At this hearing
the Navy had the burden of
presenting a presentation that
displayed the stance of the Navy
concerning Vieques. The Navy
began by providing the panel with
statistical information, reporting on
the population and size ofVieques.
Soon after, the Navy expressed the

Artwork:
Calling for the removal ofthe
US. Navy from Vieques

use and importance Vieques has to
the military and to the country as a
whole. Navy presenter, admiral
William J. Fallen stated that on
Vieques the Navy can come to as
close to war as possible, in terms of
staging live military operations.
According to community activist
Everlidys Cabrera, whom was
present at the hearing "basically, the
U.S. is at war with Vieques and the
people of Vieques are subjected to
bombardments and to the stress of
war." The Navy repeatedly voiced
that Vieques was necessary to
national security, which could not
be given up because there is no other
place in the world like it.
During the hearing, one panelist,
Lee Hamilton a former Senator
from Wisconsin, voiced that he was
impressed with a past hearing
involving elected officials from
Puerto Rico because though there

President of Puerto
Rican Independence Party(PIP),
Ruben Berriors has
\ spent over 100
days on Navy
1 bombing sites as

>

,,,

j

a act of civil
disobedience.

Tensions Continued from page 5
Committee in Defense of Fishermen's
Rights.

Artwork
by Ivan
Camilli,
taken
from

was much political diversity, there
was a general consensus about
Vieques and the need to
immediately end the bombing.
Hamilton also went on to state that
he felt the Navy's presentation was
very cold and insensitive to the
position and condition of the lives
of Vieques residents. In discussing
the presentation, the Navy admitted
not meeting with Vieques residents
while complying its study.
The president of the panel, Frank
Rush asked the Navy to find
information on possible alternatives
and also to look into the lives of
Vieques residents. Once all the
information is discussed and
analyzed, the panel will give its
recomendation to President Clinton
on how to deal with Vieques. We
are still waiting for the panel's
recomendation
This is already causing a wide variety of illnesses. They now plan to go ahead with electromagnetic contamination of a place with
an extremely high incidence of cancer," said
Robert Rabin of the Committee for the
Rescue and Development for Vieques. But
the U.S. government says the radar, consisting of35 antennae and taking up a 20 hectare plot, will cause no environmental damage.
"The radar's frequency will be equivalent to
AM and FM radio frequencies. There is
absolutely no threat to health," said spokesman for the ROTHR project, retired Vice
Adm. Diego Hernandez. But few on Vieques
believe him. Young people continue to leave
the island in large numbers for environmental as well as economic reasons.

But tensions have risen further since the U.S.
government announced plans to switch on
an electromagnetic radar to detect drug
smugglers at the end of this year. The radar,
a ROTHR (Relocatable over the Horizon
Radar), will be able to peer in to the drugproducing regions of Central and South
America.

"We can't develop tourism here because of
the military presence. There is no work. Our
sons and daughters are leaving. Soon this
;will be an island of old people," said activist
Ismael Guadalupe.

"The U.S. Navy dumped toxic materials
into the air and water through bombing.

Copyright 1999 The Yomiuri Shimbun
The Daily Yomiouri Online

Uectaratton of ULl lMAl ·uM of the 1~eople of Vieques to the

u~ 1vavy

Approved by the Assembly of the People of Vieques
The People ofVieques, with the unanimous support ,,
the support of the Puerto Rican Government, demanps
Puert<;> Rico ceasef.erm~ently all wcl!2ractices, exe1f
of all its personne , eqmpment ad artifacts from the ·
occupied territories by any branch or department of
We proclaim our inalienable right to build a future
herqi(.: struggle that for more tlian six decades has t
Navy in Vieques.

onsible
des, and for the*

.

depleted uranium, napalm bombs and other chemical an
C<!,ftDlll corl
al public opinion because of their adverse impact on health and the environment:
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s government clean up all waste and toxic materials from the isla~d .of
· :: ion of the areas used for military practice, including the removal ari~ .
'tion.
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s o our people, we declare the intention of all the people of
uerto Ricansin solidarity tliroughout tl1e Puerto Rican Archipelago and in
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rto can" nto{iil7i[~~in10ny that belongs by his[Jec/aration of Ultimatum will be given to the military

.,£eJ.S i~.J-Tieques, the President ofthe United States, the United
Nations a';id the Governor ofP~~o Rico.
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Diana Gonzalez had not been to
church in many years, so she was
somewhat skeptical when she heard that
St Cecilia's Church in East Harlem was
holding an ecumenical prayer service on
a seemingly secular subject: the fate of
Vieques, P.R., a small island that is home
to a United States naval base, and that,
for many Puerto Ricans, has long
symbolized their colonial status.
"I wasn't sure what to expect," she said.
"It is a political issue." What she got was
a religious service deeply laced with
politics, not only from the Rev. Jesse
Jackson, who is well known for

interweaving the religious and the
secular, but from the Archbishop of San
Juan, Roberto Gonzalez Nieves.

September 1999
scenarios. Sunday's service, which also
featured performances by the popular
Puerto Rican singer Danny Rivera and
by Jackson's daughter Sandita, was
designed to show solidarity for the
activists, and to capitalize on the burst
of Puerto Rican patriotism engendered
by the release of 12 members of the
Puerto Rican nationalist group, the
Armed Forces for National Liberation,
known as the F.A.L.N. It was also the
birthday of Albizu Campos, a celebrated
Puerto Rican nationalist.
Jackson wasted no time in making his
point: if the United States fought for
Kosovo's right to self-determination, if it
believes in East Timor's right to self-

by Amy Waldman
determination, why do the people of
Puerto Rico not deserve the same
chance?

"I found it amazing," she said of the
Archbishop's use of religious teachings
not only to urge the removal of the naval
base, but to defend clemency for 12
Puerto Rican nationalists just freed from
prison. "I didn't know he could do that."

"It is a sin for one individual to own
another - it's called slavery," he said to
appreciative murmurs.

But do that he did, before a church
packed with raucous nationalists, who
offered standing ovations.

"It's a sin for one nation to own another
- it's called colonialism," he continued,
and brought down the house.

The issue of Vieques has smarted in the
Puerto Rican consciousness almost since
the United States began using the island
for naval exercises during World War II.
But it has threatened to boil over since
April, when one civilian was killed and
four others were injured during a practice
bombing run. Since then the base has
been the site of almost continuous civil
disobedience, although the authorities
made no arrests.

Jackson also said that while he supported
the Clinton Administration's offer of
clemency, he had questions about the
way it was handled. The announcement
of clemency, he said, came with no
advance word to the prisoners, their
families, their lawyers, or any of the
people who had worked to win their
release. And, he said, it came on the day
that he and the Archbishop had
scheduled a visit to Vieques, and called
it an "attempt to divert attention" from
Vieques.

Nationalists say the military presence has
harmed the 51-square-mile island's
natural resources and its economy, and
endangered its residents' health. The
Navy says Vieques a small island seven
miles off Puerto Rico, is the only place
where it can stage realistic battle

Later, he said he believed that the lack
of preparation for the announcement
caused the delay in the prisoners'
decision to accept the conditions imposed
on their clemency, and he said that, in

turn, had caused Hillary Rodham
Clinton's "confusion" on the issue. Mrs.
Clinton had said that the clemency offer
should be withdrawn because the
prisoners took too long to renounce
violence. Jackson said Mrs. Clinton would
make a "strong candidate" for Senate, but
refrained from saying whether he would
support her.
The Archbishop, who was a priest at
Holy Cross Church in the Bronx in the
1970's and 1980's, called the military
activities on Vieques "an offense against
the principles for which the United States
wishes to stand." He quoted sections of
the Roman Catholic catechism to build
a case that there is no defense -

including good intentions - for harming
the innocent, and that peace is impossible
without justice.
"For these reasons we appeal to
principles that surpass all social, political
and economic factors," he said. He also
earned a wild ovation by striking an
overtly nationalist tone, saying in Spanish
that all Puerto Ricans, whether in New
York or on the island, are "a single family,
a single nation." And he referred to the
F.A.L.N. prisoners as "political prisoners,"
and said mercy must go alongside justice
and peace. The Archbishop also said that
the people of New York had suffered
"political manipulation" in their quest for
peace and justice, an apparent reference
to the issue of clemency surfacing in the
Senate race.
Afterward, the Archbishop said he was
not advocating any particular future for
puerto Rico, a self-governing United
States commonwealth that has
considered both statehood and
independence. Rather, he said, he
wanted whatever option the island
picked to "foster the national identity of
the Puerto Rican people."
Taken from:
THE NEW YORK TIMES
Monday, September 13, 1999
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The Sentencing ofJose Solis Jordan
By Michael Rodrfguez-Mufiiz
OnJuly 7, 1999, Professor Jose Solis
Jordan, 46, was sentenced to 51
months in prison for an attempted
bombing of a military recruitment
center in Chicago, Illinois. His
sentencing came several months
after his conviction on March 12,
where the jury determined he was
guilty on all counts of his
indictment. Throughout his case
Professor Solis has maintained and
remained steadfast in his position of
innocence.
Similar to the trial, the courtroom
was full of Prof. Solis' supporters. In
fact nearly a hundred people where
unable to witness the sentencing
because oflack of space. During the
sentencing a demonstration in
support of Prof. Solis was to be held
at the Dirksen Federal Building at
nine in the morning. Oddly enough
two days before the sentencing, the
time of the sentencing was moved
to one in the afternoon. According
to supporters this caused much
confusion and disrupted plans for
the demonstration. One supporter
stated that she did not doubt the
time changes were probably
intended to "hurt the turnout."
During the sentencing prosecutors
Jonathan Bunge and Virginia
Kendall attempted to convince U.S.
District Judge Blanche Manning to
impose the longest possible
sentence. Solis' lawyers Jed Stone
and Linda Backiel countered this by
displaying Solis' evident importance
within his family as the primary
breadwinner, father of five along

with his standing in academic and
Puerto Rican community. Backiel
also spoke about the colonial
relationship between the U.S. and
Puerto Rico, and how central an
understanding to it was to the case.

Al,O'De: Solis wife,

Martha Gonzalez speaking
to the media

Courtroom sketches of
Sentencing

Professor Solis, a long standing voice
in the Puerto Rican Independence
movement has repeatedly stated his
arrest and conviction are part of a
government campaign to destroy
the movement in Chicago and
Puerto Rico. Since his arrest, he
insisted the courtroom become a
classroom, teaching about the
principles of self-determination and
its opposing tool political repression. In a prepared a speech,
Solis stated moments before his
sentencing he "remains hopeful one
day justice will be realized by the
people of Puerto Rico. "

In a closing statment, Jed Stone told
Judge Manning how like Nels on
Mandela, who was sentenced to
years in prison for actions against
aparthied, once freed Solis would
becom an integral leader for the
Puerto Rican people in its steps
towards self-determination and
independence.
Following the sentencing, many
gathered with Solis' family in front
of media continuing its dilligent
support of one of its patriots. In the
words of Professor Jose Solis Jordan
regarding his case,''We can not lose

this case even ifin a court they win a
conviction. The only way they win
is when our people succumb to the
agenda of the colonizer. The success
is in the process. We grow by doing.
Our greatest teacher is the struggle in
all its manifestations." (1998)
Photographs by
Cindy Rodriguez-Espinosa
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"CLEMENCY"- On August u, 1999 President Clinton granted "clemency" to 13 of the Puerto Rican political prisoners citing they had already served an extreme amount of time and had paid their debt to society. u
of the 13 were offered immediate release upon submitting to parole conditions and formal statement renoun<ring
violence as method to solve the status of Puerto Rico: One prisoner was offered "clemency" but had to serve an
additional 5 years and the other had to serve IO years more. The two remaining prisoners were not even considered for release. The conditions of the parole involve not being allowed to be in contact with others with criminal records, taking regular drug tests, and limited travel without prior consent, among other restrictions.

PROBLEMSWITHTHECUNTQN

their sentences. One Me
terms requires them to reADMINJSTRATION'S OFFER nounce the use, attempted use, or ad1. The offer does not apply equally to
vocate of the use of violence as a conall 15 political prisoners on whose bedition for release. The prisoners have
half the campaign submitted the petialready made clear in a collective statetion for unconditional release. It proment submitted to the U.S. House Revides for the immediate conditional resources Committee, at the time it was
lease of 11 Edwin Cortes, Elizam Escoconsidering the "Young" bill concernbar, Ricardo Jimenez, Adolfo Matos,
ing the status of Puerto Rico, that they
Dylcia Pagan, Alberto Rodriguez, Aliintend to integrate themselves into the
cia Rodriguez, Ida Luz Rodriguez, Luis
civic and civil life of their communiRosa , Alejandria Torres, Carmen
ties, that they understand that times
Valentin; the conditional release of Juan
have changed, and they indicated their
Segarra Palmer 5 years and remittance
willingness to participate in a truly
of his fine; the conditional release of democratic, inclusive process to resolve
the colonial status of Puerto Rico.
Oscar Lopez in 10 years; and no release
for Carlos Alberto Torres (who is serv4. The majority of the conditions
ing a 70 year sentence). It also provides
which would be imposed by signing the
no release for Antonio Camacho
document are not made explicit it, but
Negron, who was already offered
are simply referred to as the conditions
reparole, but does provide for remitestablished by the Parole Commission.
tance of his fine.
Although the White House did not
provide us with a list of these condi2. The offer 1s conting~nt on
tions, our research reveals that the conthe prisoners accepting a seditions include strict travel and assories of conditions. Although the govciational. restrictions, among others.
ernment a admits that the 15 Puerto
Should authorities determine that any
Rican political prisoners were given exviolation of conditions occurs, the
cessive prison terms for their acts in fa"commutation" would be instantly
vor of Puerto Rican independence, the
void, and the original sentence reinconditions they are being asked to acstated. Ironically, the prisoners have
cept as part of the offer does not, in fact,
more freedom of speech and, in some
commute their sentences. It simply recases where they are housed to ether,
leases them from prison to continue to
association, inside the prisons than they
serve the remainder of their disproporwould if they were released under the
tionately lengthy sentences on the street,
conditions attached to the commutawhich, in some cases, will last for the
tion. The offer amounts to release on
rest of their lives.
parole, which does not constitute commutation or clemency. Furthermore,
3. The White House drafted a docuthe conditions would interfere with
ment for each prisoner to sign, agreeing to the terms of the commutation of their reintegration into civil society and

thepoliticalprocess,limitingtheirtravel
and their ability to associate with each
other as wen as with other activists who
have been similarly criminalized.
5. The offer is punitive. While
the campaign's application for
their release, submitted in 1993, sought
their unconditional release as a humanitarian gesture and an act of political reconciliation, the offer stops short of releasing them from their sentences, and
instead, continues to punish and
criminalize them for their ongoing commitment to the independence of Puerto
Rico.
6. The pmoners have no ability to discuss the Administration's offer
with each other. Their ability to discuss
it with their attorney, families, and the
campaign which has worked so long for
their release is limited in most cases to
what they can afford, since the majority must pay for their own telephone
calls, and is also limited to fifteen
minute monitored and automatically
terminated calls. For this reason, their
attorney has asked the White House to
facilitate their placement at the Metropolitan Correctional Center in Chicago,
Illinois, where they would be able to
confer with each other and their counsel.
7. The Clinton/Gore Administration
has participated in many efforts to free
political prisoners throughout the
world, such as in South Africa, Palestine, the north of Ireland, and Kosovo,
where political prisoners were freed
without any conditions attached. In the
case of Nelson Mandela, the U.S. gov-

Que Ondee Sola
ernment demanded his unconditional
release. Mandela, who was convicted of
the same charge-seditious conspiracy-as the Puerto Rican political
prisoners, has been the major instrument in democratizing the South African political system.

8. The Puerto Rican people and their

supporters immediately denounced the
conditions as insulting and demeaning
to the prisoners and the Puerto Rican
people as a whole. Reverend Jesse Jackson, Archbishop Roberto Gonzalez
Nieves, U.S. Congressional Representatives Luis V. Gutierrez and Nydia
Velazquez, New York City Councilman
Jose Rivera, and a host of others have
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already publicly expressed their strong
sentiments and urged the Clinton/Gore
Adminstration to release all the prisoners.
August 12, 1999

Response from the National Committee
to Free the Puerto Rican Political Prisoners and Prisoners ofWar
-Chicago, Illinois

P.Ut ertop.RJcan
FBI continues disinformation campaign to interfere with
P0 Ii
1Caf.lf. f 1.SO ll ef S
Presidential power of clemency.
rea ·1rm
CO mm 1tm en t t O September 1, Chicago: All fifteen imprisoned Puerto Rican independentistas
flQil ... VlQf ellCe

have unconditionally reaffrrmed their commitment to nonviolence upon
their release from prison, according to the prisoners' legal counsel, including in ongoing conversations with their attorney Jan Susler. These include affirmations in conversations held
yesterday, and in public interviews the prisoners have granted since President Clinton tendered them a conditional offer of clemency last month under authority granted to him by the constitution.
Each prisoner has stated thats/he has no intent to engage in any illegal or violent activity and will dedicate her/
himself to participating in the legal, democratic political process to resolve the colonial status of their country.
On August 2 9, tens of thousands of Puerto Ricans marched on the island in support of unconditional release of
the prisoners, in an unprecedented show of unity among all sectors of the Puerto Rican population. The marchers rallied around the concern that the conditions imposed by the President's offer of clemency-including
restrictions on travel and association-would prevent them from participating in the democratic political process.
In addition, leaders of the international campaign for their freedom stated that the 'parole' nature of their release
would allow for harassment by law enforcement-which vehemently opposes their release-and their potential
return to prison, even in the absence of conviction of a criminal offense.
This concern has been underscored by recent FBI activity to disrupt and interfere with the exercise of President
Clinton's clemency power. The FBI and its allies have put out false and slanderous information about the prisoners, including an unsubstantiated claim in Newsweek magazine last week that the Bureau of Prisons had secret
tapes of the prisoners talking about returning to violence upon their release. The acting chief of the Bureau of
Prisons has said he has no knowledge of these tapes, and White House officials have been unable to verify these
claims. The prisoners' supporters have charged that the FBI, by issuing unsigned press releases and rehashing
decades-old accusations, has been conducting a COINTELPRO-styled program to undermine the President's
decision to commute the prisoners' harsh and excessive sentences.
The prisoners' supporters assert that federal law enforcement officials, working in concert with the New York City
police chief and the New York police union, have stepped outside of their appropriate role as neutral public
officials limited to enforcing the law and exposed themselves as a nakedly political force. Activists charge that
these FBI tactics continue a long, sordid history-dating back to the 1950's, 1960's and 1970's-of acts designed
to disrupt the Puerto Rican independence movement, and assert that this effort has been refocused in recent years
on derailing the campaign to free the political prisoners.
Courtesty ofPuerto Rican Political Prisoner lawyers,
Jan Sus/er & Michael Deutsch
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Puerto RiCO-Through-

Irish delegate Brian Gormally analyzed this situation with the on between the IRA's political prisoners
and the British government.
Gormally who is an expert on Irish political
~ .;
prisoners said that no
1

out the days of August 26-30, ~e
Ondee Sola participated in the
'Jomada de Solidardid
con los Presos Politicos
Pu ertorri qu eii os"
along with national
and international
figures and organizations. Present were
involved in multiple
delegates from Inmurders. This in comdia, Ireland, Canada,
parison to the Puerto
and the United
Sr. Michael Rodriguez $ Rican political prisonStates during various
ers, all whom were never
activities sponsored
charged or convicted of
by el Comite Pro-Derechos causing bloodshed but were senHumanos based in Puerto Rico. tenced to up to 105 years in prison.
Many religious and civic leaders Speaking on political prisoner rewere also counted in attendance. lease, Gormally stated a "prerequiThis conference to place in La site to the peace process is
Universidad de Sagrado Corazon in acknowledgement that actions are
Santurce, Puerto Rico,
politically motivated and not a
crime wave" by governments.
The first two days of events were
filled with various discussions and Another topic involved the occurpresentations surrounding various rence of intentional government
themes and socio-political circum- supported disinformation. Prestances. Though without a doubt senter Dr. Adnan Morshed dethe common thread and principal scribed the use of propaganda " to
reason for the conference was to
...governments
show solidarity with the 15 Puerto
Rican political prisoners and prisonbrutally use
ers of war. Though not only to express solidarity, the conference
disinformation to
served to educate participants on
the realities faced by political prisjustify the
oners throughout the world and also
the effects their absence has on their
unjustifiable. "
families and communities.
shape public opinion." He went on
Specifically, one topic discussed sur- to say disinformation "rids society"
rounded how governments differ of factual information. Like all other
on when and how to release politi- conference topics, this topic was
cal prisoners (in most cases govern- opened to discussion and evaluaments do not acknowledge the term tion. Many observers spoke about
political prisoner). In the light of the recent campaign opposing the
President Clinton's decision to release of the Puerto Rican politigrant immediate conditional clem- cal prisoners. People cited articles
ency to n out of the 15 prisoners, and editorials from major publica-

rlJ BERrADI. k:E;;:'.:~:~:~:

"

tions implying that the 15 were murders and terrorists, though as prior
stated that is and was not the case.
Dr. Morshed that governments brutally use disinformation "to justify
the unjustifiable."
In summary the international conference addressed many issues ranging from the above topics to politi~al repression and the necessity of
self-determination. The culmination
of these activities was a march under the name "Libertad para los
nuestros': in English ''Freedom for ours"
in San.Juan Puerto Rico. ~e Ondee
Sola was proud to be able to participate in this historic conference.

Write to compa.fiero
Jose Solis Jordan
Dr. Jose Solis was transfered
from the Chicago Metropolitan
Correctional Center to a prison
in Peoria, Illinois. His new address is:

Jose Solis Jordan
Peoria County Jail
. 301 N. Maxwell Road

Peoria, IL 61604
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Que Ondee Sola
EDITOR'S NOTE
According to the United States government, the 15 Puerto Rican political prisoners were members of either the FALN, Las Fuerzas Armada de Liberacion
Nacional, translated as the Armed Forces of National Liberation or the organization El Ejercito Popular Boricua (EPB) more commonly known as "Los Macheteros."
Both organizations participated in an armed struggle to free Puerto Rico from
U .S. domination and colonialism throughout the late ?O's and early SO's.
The United Nations (UN) has established numerous times that Puerto Rico is
in fact a colony of the United States, most recently by its decolonization committee this past July. Almost forty years ago the UN declared that colonialism is
a crime against humanity like apartheid, genocide, and slavery in the 1960 resolution 15XIV It also declared that anti-colonial combatants could use any means
at their disposal, including armed struggle to expel the colonizer. The United
States has supported this resolution, except in the case of Puerto Rico.
Whether or not you agree with using those measures, one must understand this
situation within the context of colonialism and the right to self-determination.
As one of the many missions of Que Ondee Sola, we hope to help define these
two words of profound impact to our two nations.
According to the law enforcement community and much of the media, these
men and women are terrorists, with no regard for human life. Que Ondee Sola
wholeheartedly disagrees with this label because it contradicts international law,
it makes a hypocrisy of the American Revolution for independence in 1776, and
is not even based on the evidence presented in this case. Not one of the 15 was
ever charged or convicted of committing in an act resulting in bloodshed or
death, and that is a fact . The worse effect of this is that it creates a nation-wide
hysteria on terrorism that prevents any type of concrete dialogue to take place
on the issues this case truly involves. This was written not condone or condemn
past actions, but rather to call to notice that all is not understood, so there is no
room to pass judgement, but rather there is a great opportunity to now discuss.
Let us take this opportunity as people who seek truth and struggle for justice.

Que Viva Mexico!
Que Viva Centroamerica!
Viva el 15 de Septiembre
y
la lndependencia!!!!!

UPDATE: On September 8 , 1999

12 of the 15 Puerto Rican political prisoners accepted President Clinton's controversial clemency offer. 11 are to be
released within the next few days. One
must serve an additional 5 years in
prison, One prisoner, Oscar Lopez-Rivera
did not accept the offer that reduced his
sentence to 10 more years. Two prisoners were not given the offer.
The 12 accepted with family and supporters strongly urging them to come home.
These prisoners have already served from between 16-19 years in prison. 9 of the
11 have decided to live in Puerto Rico. There is a feeling that it will be much safer
in Puerto Rico because the overwhelming majority of people supported their release. Two will remain in Chicago, IL. Celebrations around the country will be held
to welcome them home. The campaign to free this imprisoned men and women will
now focus on freeing the four prisoners still serving time.

EDITORIAL (Contined from Page 2)
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La Gran Marcha
By Michael Rodriguez-Muniz

porters heard various figures speak. ,
All vowed to not rest until all of the
Puerto Rican political prisoners were
freed, able to join their families, community, and nation.

in Ceiba, Puerto Rico against the
Navy's presence, have propelled
Puerto Rican national consciousness into unchartered waters. The
tide is growing with Puerto
Ricans reaffirming outside of po"La Gran Marcha", along with "Todos litical boundries that Puerto Rico
para Vieques"( a march held on July 7 and its people, certainly including
-,---,-...,..,,.
the political prisoners must be defended and supported.

Below:

0

n August 29, under the
cold, pounding rain thous ands upon thousands
fought the elements marching to send a crystal clear
message to President Clinton and anyone who
doubted that the censensus
of Puerto Ricans regarding
the 15 Puerto Rican political prisoner is that they
should be released immediately and unconditionally!
According to organizers more than 150,000 people attended "La Gran Marcha." Men and women of all ages
and backgrounds walked side by side in this tremendous show of solidarity with our patriots. Many Puerto
Ricans felt the conditions placed on the prisoners were
an insult to Puerto Rico as a whole. Major religious and
civic leaders were among those in the crowd. The case
of the prisoners release finally reached all sectors of the
political spectrum. Leaders of the Popular Democratic
party (PPD) and the Puerto Rican Independence party
(PIP) were present.
Thousands walked from Barrio Obero, Santurce down
la avenida Borinquen turning on la avenida Ponce de
Leon. While marching down the streets onlookers
waved flags and shouted in support of the event. The
march finished in front of the federal building in Hato
Rey. After the march, during the planned rally, sup-

Thousands
march
opposing
President
Clinton's
offer of
condtional

Above:

Vieques
residents
showing '
solidarity
with the 15
Puerto
Rican
political
prisoners.

Juan Segarra Palmer

was born March 6, 1950 in Santurce, Puerto Rico. He comes from a family with a long
history of resistance to both Spanish and US colonialism. He followed char tradition with pride. Since 1970, Juan had been
dedicated to the struggle for independence, participated in different capacities with the Young Lords, Los Macheceros, the PSP
and the PIP. He's also done political and cultural work with the inmates in Massachusetts, in the community in New York, and
with those that opposed mining, nuclear tests and squatting in Puerto Rico. He's worked in the defense of workers' rights and
for the expansion of democracy within the unions. The Viet Nam war, his trips to Mexico and the life in New York enriched
his political consc!e~ce. Juan grad~a~ed from ~arvard University and continued his studies in Cuernavaca, Mexico. He has
worked as a machm1st and as a bu1ldmg supenntendent.
In 1985 Juan was arrested, accused of seditious conspiracy and conspiracy to rob the Wells Fargo company. H e was sentenced
to 55 years in prison. He's married to Luz Berrios, a former political prisoner and together they have 5 children, Wanda,
Luriza, Amilcar, Ramon and Zulena (who was born in prison).

Oscar Lopez Rivera was born Jimuary 6, 1943 in San Sebastian, Puerto Rico. When he was 14 years old his famil y
came to the US to live. He was drafted into the US army and fought in the Vietnam War for which he was awarded the Bronze
Star. Upon returning from the war in 1967, he found chat problems with drugs, unemployment, housing, health and educatio n
had reached alarming levels and he immediately went to work organizing the community to improve the quality of life fo r his
people. He worked in the creation of the Puerto Rican High School and the Puerto Rican Cultural Center. He was involved in
the struggle for bilingual education in public schools and to assure chat the universities actively recruit Hispanic students and
faculty. He helped found educational programs at the maximum security prison at Stateville, IL. He also fought in the communi ty
against drugs and police brutality and against the discrimination practices of the public utilities, such ·as the telephone, gas and
electric companies.

•
•
B1ograph1ca1
Sketches of
the Four still

Imprisoned

JUAN SEGARRA

Oscar was captured in 1981 and sentenced to 55 years in prison for seditious conspiracy. In 1988 he received another 15
years for conspiracy to escape. He has a daughter, Clarissa, and a granddaughter, Karina. Since 1986, O scar has been
imprisoned in the most maximum security prisons in the federal penal system, with restricted non-contact visits. Therefore,
his granddaughter, Karina, has never known her grandfather's touch. Oscar's mother, Mica, who suffered from Alzheimer's,
passed away on February 14, 1997. He grieved alone within the cement walls of his cell, unable co even attend her funeral.
His release dace is 2021.

Antonio Camacho Negron was born October 6, 1945 in Yauco, Puerto Rico. His family has lived for generations
in that coffee growing region and he was raised a farmer. He also studied psychology at the University of Puerto Rico and 2
years of law at the Interamericana University. He has worked as a therapist with the Department of Services combating drug
addiction. At the rime of his arrest he was working as an auto mechanic and was the sole supporter of h is famil y.
Antonio was arrested in 1986 for conspiracy to commit robbery of the Wells Fargo Company in Hartford, CT, and transportation
of said money. He was sentenced to 15 years in prison. Antonio has 4 children, 3 boys and 1 girl, who live in Puerto Rico.
During his incarceration Antonio's father died but he was not allowed to attend the funeral . He has also become an accomplished
poet and proser during these years.
Antonio was released February 13, 1998. He returned to Puerto Rico immediately and was greeted with a hero's welcome. The
terms of his release required that he report to the Federal Magistrate every 72 hours. He found those terms humiliating as well
as a manifestation of United States colonialism and refused to participate. Antonio was rearrested April 16, 1998. In January,
1999, he was sent back to FCI Allenwood, after 8 months in a federal detention center, to serve another 4 years before he is
eligible for release once again.

Carlos Alberto Torres was born September 19, 1952 in Ponce, Puerto Rico. When he was 6 years old, his family
emigrated to New York and then to Chicago in 1962. He was raised in his father's home, a minister with a passion for social
justice. His step-mother is Alejandrina Torres, also a prisoner for the same cause. In his chi rd year of high school he participated
in the first class on Puerto Rican history, offered by Aspira. He studied sociology in Southern Illinois University and continued
his studies at the University of Illinois in Chicago. There he participated in the struggles against the racist teachings of
sociologists Schockley and Crittenden. He also was involved in recruitment of new Hispanic students for the university. He
actively participated in issues in the community related to police brutality, slum landlords, corrupt politicians, and the colonial
case of Puerto Rico.
In 1980 Carlos Alberro was arrested and accused of seditious conspiracy and related charges and sentenced to 78 years in
prison. Upon his arrest, his daughter, Clarissa, was taken out of the country for fear char the government would make good o n
their threats ofhurcing her. In prison he has worked as a baker, a gardener, he's attended classes and has taught Spanish to other
inmates. He has also developed his talents as a painter. His release date is in 2024.

CARLOS ALBERTO TORRE~
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the "demency" offer).

"La Patria es ~lor y Sacrificio"
As the night went on, former poDon Pedro Albizu Campos
litical prisoner Luis Rosa spoke
. ... .... ..... . . ... .
. . . . . .. .. ..
...,. .. !;lQout the happiness of being

Libertad! Libertad!
Para Oscm; Carlos Alberto,
Antonio, Juan, y Jose Solis.

